INTRODUCTION
============

More than 35 years ago, Susumu Ohno stated that gene duplication was the single most important factor underlying genome evolution ([@B1]). Much work has been performed delineating the relationship between gene duplication and organism evolution ([@B2; @B3; @B4]), and the recent rise in whole-genome sequence data makes it possible to characterize entire sets of duplicated genes within one species ([@B5]). Sequence alignment software such as 'BLAST' ([@B6]) can be used to find homologous genes, and from these, orthologous and paralogous genes can be identified by phylogenetic analyses. Such tools facilitate studies on gene duplications ([@B7; @B8; @B9]), production of new genes ([@B10; @B11; @B12]) and distribution of pseudogenes ([@B13; @B14; @B15]). By estimating the ages of a large set of duplicates it is possible to estimate the birth and death rates for individual genes.

In order to study the relation between gene duplication and evolution, we have made a web server-based tool for identification and analysis of gene duplications in selected genomes. The FGF server uses protein sequences as bait for fishing gene families and extracting related information, and thus we have named the tool Fishing Gene Family (FGF). The FGF program visualizes the chromosomal position of the duplications, the exon--intron structure and constructs a phylogenetic tree based on a distance matrix. By analyzing stop codons, frame shift truncations and the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous nucleotide substitution rates ([@B16; @B17; @B18]) (*Ka/Ks* ratio) of every copy, the functional outcome of the duplication is predicted. The FGF tool has been implemented and validated by an analysis of 13 089 proteins from the rice strain *Indica* 93-11 ([@B12]).

IMPLEMENTATION
==============

The FGF server is implemented in JSP+MySQL. The web interface is displayed in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Upon submission of a task, the user must provide a valid e-mail address or register and login on the server. Detailed information on the required format of input sequences, parameter settings and possibilities for adjusting parameters are available online by addressing the user\'s guide or by clicking on relevant question marks. After completion of the task, the user receives an e-mail with a job ID for accessing and downloading the results. Figure 1.The FGF server web page. More details are available in the user\'s guide.

The computation process of the FGF server is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Initially, the program searches for copies of the query protein in a genome using the tBLASTn program in the BLAST package, and then joins sequence blocks using a dynamic programming algorithm as follows: Each BLAST block has a score which reflects its length and identity; longer length and higher identity will have a higher score. If the BLAST blocks have \<20% overlap, they will be joined. There is a score-penalty for the gaps between the BLAST blocks, a longer gap has a higher score-penalty. Following this procedure, we obtain BLAST block chains having the highest score (for more details see the website help). The program next realigns the query protein to homologous regions in the genome using 'GeneWise' ([@B19]). After filtering out false paralogs, basic information on the duplicated genes such as sequence, structure, position and premature stop codons/frame shifts are distilled from the 'GeneWise' results. The gene family is subsequently presented as a phylogenetic tree using 'njtree', the core engine of 'TreeFam' ([@B20]), in which duplication basic information and evolutionary information such as selective pressure (*Ka/Ks* ratio) are included. To calculate *Ka/Ks* ratios we first calculate pairwise *Ka* and *Ks* distances between each pair of sequences, which yields two distance matrices. Then we fix the topology of the phylogenetic tree and estimate branch lengths with the constrained neighbor-joining method. This algorithm was designed in the development of TreeFam database where automatic trees must agree with curated trees. The *Ka*/*Ks* ratio is then calculated from the *Ka* and *Ks* branch distances. We provide default parameters for alignment and evolutionary analysis, which can be altered freely by the users. Figure 2.Flowchart of Fishing Gene Family. The flowchart mainly involves two parts. The fist step is paralogous search defining the gene family using BLAST candidate homologs from genome searches followed by accurate alignments using 'GeneWise'. After filtering out false paralogs, basic information on the duplicated genes such as sequence, structure, position and premature stop codons/frame shifts are distilled from the 'GeneWise' results. The gene family is subsequently presented as a phylogenetic tree using 'njtree', the core engine of 'TreeFam', in which duplication basic information and evolutionary information such as selective pressure (*Ka/Ks* ratio) are included. Default parameters for alignment and evolutionary analysis can freely be altered by the user.

To ensure the highest validity in the gene family finding, FGF uses the following four restrictions: (i) A 'BLAST' E-value is used to tune the similarity threshold below which gene pairs are eliminated; (ii) the maximum gap length and cutoff setup can filter out short and false sequences leaving only sequences with sufficient similarity to the protein; (iii) a second alignment software, 'GeneWise', filters out further unqualified sequences and (iv) when different gene duplications share the same domain and the overlap is \>60% of length, only the best homolog with the highest identity is kept according to the relevant parameters selected by the user. The 'TreeFam' method is used to build phylogenetic trees and give the bootstrap of each node as a reflection of the stability of the tree

USAGE
=====

Case studies
------------

To illustrate the use of the FGF server, examples based on protein data from human and rice are shown. We have analyzed the gene family of the Hsp90 protein (GI: 40254816) ([@B21]) in human and AK061894 ([@B22]) in rice. The resulting FGF graphics are shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. A red star marks the best hit to the query protein, and identity of the duplications of the query protein is color-coded. Stop codon/frame-shifts, *Ka/Ks* ratios and bootstrap values are all denoted in the phylogenetic tree. The distance based on *Ka* or *Ks*, and the sequence lengths are marked as abscissa in the figure. In sum, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} provides the following information: (i) the copy number of the gene family: 12 members in the rice AK061894 protein family and 15 members in the human Hsp90 protein family; (ii) the fate of the gene duplications estimated by stop codon/frame shift truncations and *Ka/Ks* ratio; (iii) the changes of gene structure comparing exon numbers and intron length and (iv) a phylogenetic tree reflecting the evolutionary relationship of member of the gene family. Figure 3.Two examples of FGF graphic result. (**A**) Evolutionary information of gene AK061894 (GI:32971912, potential cds 95--613) in rice genome and (**B**) Evolutionary information of gene Hsp90 (GI: 40254816) in human genome.

### The fate of the duplication

FGF provides information on stop codons and frame shifts truncations in duplicated genes from which the fate of the duplications can be assessed. The presence of a stop codon in one sequence AK061894_Chr02_652556_656933 and frame shifts in both duplications AK061894_Chr10_3084964_3089556 and AK061894_Chr02_652556_656933 in the rice AK061894 gene family indicate that these duplications are pseudogenes ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}a). In the human Hsp90 protein family, 12 duplications have frame shifts and stop codons and the numbers of frame shifts/stop codons are ≥4 indicating that these duplications are probably non-functional ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}b). An analysis of gene retroposition duplication in the human genome has indicated that ∼85% of retroposed gene duplications represent pseudogenes ([@B23]). In contrast, our previous research using FGF indicated that only 25% of retroposed gene duplications in the rice genome represent truncation mutations ([@B12]), suggesting that most duplications probably are functional. By inspecting the *Ka/Ks* ratio, especially in the human example, we observed six members with *Ka/Ks* ratios higher than 0.8, and four for which no ratio can be calculated because of the high number of mutations. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the marked differences between the duplication fate of rice and human genes; 12 out of 15 duplications in human, but only 2 out of 11 duplications in rice have lost their function.

### The change of gene structure

Often the structure of a gene is changed after duplication. By using the FGF software, the different changes can easily be visualized. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows that the AK061894 and the Hsp90 gene families are composed of both multi-exon and single-exon members, and that the exon numbers are different among the family members. In the AK061894 gene family, the exon number of AK061894_Chr02_1209004_1213519, AK061894_Chr10_3084964_3089556, AK061894_Chr05_171983_177329 and AK061894_Chr06_31782427_31787064 are 1, 2, 5 and 6, respectively, and the gene structures are changed dramatically. Four duplications are single exon genes. These are possibly generated by retroposed duplications since there are other genes in the family with multiple exons.

In some duplications, the exon number is the same, but the intron size has changed. In the rice AK061894 gene family, AK061894_Chr06_31782427_31787064 and AK061894_Chr06_31785529_31790146 both contain six exons but the first intron in each differs in lengths. AK061894_Chr02_34092203_34098410 and AK061894_Chr06_6859865_6866334 both have two exons but their intron sizes have changed. These two gene pairs are closely connected in the phylogenetic tree. The same phenomenon was found in the human Hsp90 protein family.

CONCLUSION
==========

The FGF web server integrates homologous search and evolutionary analysis and distills useful information to present the results in an easily accessible graphic representation. The tool deciphers not only the members of a gene family, but also their evolutionary relationships and helps in deducing the fate of the duplications. The software tries to restrict some inaccurate factors when searching for gene duplication, building a phylogenetic tree and calculating the *Ka/Ks* ratios to ensure the validity of the results. A 'TreeFam' method is used to calculate the phylogenic trees in order to achieve the most accurate phylogenic trees even for larger families. Because of its simplicity in the input, the FGF software is suitable for researchers studying evolution and bioinformatics.
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